SAS amplification in soft tissue sarcomas.
Gene amplification is an important mechanism of increased gene expression in a number of human solid tumors. We have recently identified and cloned sequences from a novel DNA amplification unit in malignant fibrous histiocytoma. The amplified sequences are derived from chromosome 12q13-14 and encode a gene designated SAS (sarcoma amplified sequence). In the present study, a series of soft tissue sarcomas was studied to characterize further the phenomenon of SAS amplification. Seven of 22 (32%) malignant fibrous histiocytomas and three liposarcomas contained SAS amplification. Strikingly, all of the tumors with SAS amplification occurred in central sites (i.e., in the abdominal or inguinal regions) rather than in the extremities (i.e., in the arms of legs). These observations demonstrate that SAS amplification occurs with a significant frequency in mesenchymal tumors and is particularly associated with abdominal disease.